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Bizarre 

Walking within but talking without.

Burdensome voices crying out loud.

Searching for lines -

No more than odd signs. 

Outstanding thoughts keen to hide.

Take singularity always aside.

What is sane?

Not less insane than to ask what insanity is.

In the end purposeful going the un-entered lane. 
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The Key 

Why does everybody know what the key is?

What makes you happy, what do you want, what is this.

Why does everybody know how the key works?

How do you do it, how can you start, how will you find.

Why does everybody know where the key is?

Where do you do it, where do you go, where will it end.

Why does everybody know how to open the door?

Why does everybody think to know?

Although everybody knows,

Nobody will make it in the end.
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In Just 

in response to In Just - by E.E.Cummings

In spring -

just when the world is luscious for the little,

muddy for ballon-man, nothing but brittle.

Whistles far and wide,

calling everyone outside.

Eddie and Bill come in a hurry,

Leaving marbles and pirates behind,

to run and jump and swing,

it's spring.

When the world is puddle-muddy,

the queer old balloon-man whistles

from far and wide.

When the world is wonderful,

Betty and Isbel come dancing,

Leaving hop-scotch and jump-rope behind,

it's spring.

And the goat-footed ballon-man still whistles,

comes closer and closer,

has something for the little,

comes with irreversible committal.
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They

Everybody is painting it on their faces.

Praising it, the holy solution.

They idealize, they idolize, they satirize, then they mock.

They – society.

Less than nothing.

Society, this paradox.

This superficial thing.
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All and Nothing

Where is here?

Just you, just you.

Too much for the illusive world,

Too much for the real world.

There is nothing in between, but me.

Sun is there.

Everything, 

how can I still feel you, warm but cold.

If there is nobody watching,

there is nothing, 

But the sun.

But what if everything is you,

just you,

Nothing else but you.

Everything is gone.
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Swallowed by Green

Green, everywhere green.

Absolute silence – between nightmare and dream.

Looking around and standing still,

In the middle of ground and sky,

There is no why, all you got to do is sigh.

Trees, hundreds of years.

Seen everything and more.

Confusion, thunders and fears.

Are you lost? 

A place apart from home, apart from there.

Simply existing in here.

Wherever you are is here.

Here – the powerful stranger.

Curious to find, yet afraid to drown, 

In this unique rustling greenery town.

The forest breathes - this place around everything and you.

Here is there and there is here,

Blurred lines, no limitation to fear.

Listen for an answer and listen to mind.

Everything is clear now, 

Close your eyes, you won't be blind.

If you leave it, you may come back again, saying “Here”.

You were surely lost but breathing still.

No fear anymore,

Once you stop seeking you will find,

Leave your concerns behind. 

Within this searching mind, your vision is vast,

The old path lies in the past.

There is no wrong place anymore,

Desolation brings you home, that is what you were looking for.         
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Black Light 

There is an ache of the Atlantic,

an ocean that drives me apart,

distance and pain are gigantic.

I feel the need of bright neon lights, noise of life and art.

hear it beating near and far,

this mighty city heart.

Right across the ocean,

that's where it all found its start.
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No Grey

from empty to bursting full

from stock-still to deafening

from invisible to ever-present

from running away to chasing

from devastated to euphoric

either black or white

there is no in between

there never was.
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Fear Emerges Early

Bugs and snails creeping up the wall

in the middle of the night

constant fear to fall

tomorrow will rise

will they come back?

Don't stop beating, please, the fear of black.

Thousands of fireflies in my room

only visible to me.

What do they want?

Please bring me light.

Whispers of mothers voice in my ear

sounds familiar but strange since nobody is here.

My head full of

screaming, yelling, shattering

dizzy, terrified, numb

before I fall asleep, nothingness come!

But hold on!

childhood, innocence and peace.

Is this growing or drowning?

What is it?

I let go.
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